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Introduction 

It is expected that by 2020 approximately 35% of the overall energy demand in the 

European Union will be generated through green energy resources [1]. The existing energy 

infrastructure was designed for the environment where all energy comes from a several 

large generating facilities. In order to effectively integrate new resources in the existing 

energy infrastructure and explore different scenarios in the energy market caused by the 

new entities in the energy grid, Power Trading Agent Competition (Power TAC) was 

created.  

Power TAC models a liberalized retail electricity market where competing business 

entities offer energy services to customers through tariff contracts, and must serve those 

customers by trading in a wholesale market. This environment helps to anticipate possible 

problems which could be raised by these new circumstances. 

Power TAC Visualizer, a standard component of the competition, is a web-application 

which enables real-time tracking of the game results and an extensive analysis of the game 

in progress. This thesis describes design and implementation of Visualizer 2013, a web-

application intended to be used in Power TAC 2013. 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 describes entities present in 

electricity market and the difference between wholesale and tariff market. Basic rules of 

Power TAC game can be found in Chapter 2, while Chapter 3 contains a high level 

overview of previous version of visualizer. Finally, Chapter 4 gives design and 

implementation details of Power TAC Visualizer 2013. Conclusion and overview of this 

thesis are given in Chapter 5. 
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1. Electricity market 

When observed from economic point of view, electricity can be defined as a produced 

good which can be traded (i.e. bought or sold). The environment where these transactions 

are performed is electricity market, a system for effective trading through bids, offers and 

short-term trades. Bids and offers use supply and demand principles to determine the price, 

whereas short-term trades consider private bi-lateral transactions between counterparties. 

Main entities in this process, as displayed in Figure 1.1, are: 

• producers – generate electrical power from other sources of primary energy; 

• end customers – entities which consume (and produce) energy; 

• retailers – intermediaries between producers and end customers; 

• wholesale market – market where competing generators offer their electricity 

output to retailers; and 

• retail market – market in which end customers can choose their supplier from 

competing electricity retailers. 

 

 

 

Due to its nature, electricity is difficult to store and it has to be available when demanded, 

which indicates that it is not possible, under normal operating conditions, to keep it in 

stock or have customers queue for it. Furthermore, demand and supply are not stable and 

Wholesale market Retail market 

Producers Retailers End customers 

Figure 1.1 Overview of the electricity market 
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vary considerably over the course of a day and season, and both are subject to sudden 

shocks, caused by plant or line failures, weather changes, etc. Controlling agency, the 

transmission system operator, is therefore required to coordinate the dispatch of generating 

units to meet the expected demand of the system across the transmission grid. Imbalance 

between supply and demand causes generators to speed up or slow down, which leads to 

increasing or decreasing system frequency. In case frequency breaks out of predefined 

thresholds, the system operator must act by adding or removing either generation or load.  

The power sector is believed to be a natural monopoly
1
. The organization of the power 

sector was based both on vertically integrated monopolies and tight regulations that left no 

room for market forces
2
. The fundamentals of this organization were based on the 

monopoly nature of the power sector. This meant that electricity generation; transmission 

and distribution were less costly when carried out by a single integrated firm than when 

performed by several firms. The scale of economies supported this organization around 

vertically integrated utilities [2]. 

The wave of restructurings in the electricity supply industry raised some new issues for 

regulators. The former vertically integrated industry needed regulation of the final prices. 

Restructuring aimed to create competing generating companies selling into a wholesale 

market, with competing retailers buying to supply their customers [3]. The electricity 

markets under ongoing deregulation are characterized by open competitions, unbundling 

electricity services, and open access to the network [4]. Reforms in this market began with 

opening markets in the wholesale markets, generation and transmission and they extend to 

retail supply to household consumers [5]. 

1.1. Wholesale electricity market 

In the wholesale market electricity is traded (bought or sold) prior to its supply to the 

destination of the end customer. Retailers then sell electricity to consumers in the retail 

                                                 

1
 Natural monopoly is situation where one firm (because of a unique raw material, technology or other 

factors) can supply a market's entire demand for a good or service at a price lower than two or more firms 

can. 

2
 Forces of demand and supply representing the aggregate influence of self-interested buyers and sellers on 

price and quantity of the goods and services offered in a market. 
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market. Electricity consumption is to a large extent determined exogenously, e.g., by the 

weather and work days or holidays, and is very inelastic
3
, especially close to the time of 

consumption. This limited flexibility means that retailers’ market power in the wholesale 

market is small compared with that of generators, which can be significant. Due to 

restrictions on the rate that fossil generation can ramp up output, particularly from a cold 

start, production plans are scheduled the day before delivery, and the day-ahead market
4
 is 

an important component in this planning process. A well designed liquid market can 

provide the strike prices for financial contracts
5
. The day-ahead market is typically 

organized as a double auction to which retailers and producers submit non-increasing bid 

curves and non-decreasing offer curves, respectively. The market clearing price is 

determined by the intersection of the bids and offers. There is normally a separate price 

and auction for each delivery period, typically a half-hour or hour but which can be as 

short as 5 to 15 minutes [3]. 

Electricity is special in that supply must equal consumption at every instant, since it is very 

expensive to store energy on a large scale. The system operator uses a real-time or 

balancing market to make necessary adjustments to production (and consumption to the 

extent that it bids into the market) during the delivery period by accepting additional power 

production from, or by selling back electricity to, producers. Offers to the balancing market 

are submitted before the delivery period starts, but demand is uncertain when offers are 

submitted. System imbalances arise because of unexpected changes in wind and 

temperature, unexpected production outages or unexpected transmission-line failures. 

These are normally handled by the available incremental and decremented production 

capacity in the real-time market [3].  

In wholesale market, electricity trades can be performed in two basic ways [6]:  

• long-term contracts; and 

• short-term market. 

                                                 

3
 An economic term used to describe the situation in which the supply and demand for a good are 

unaffectedwhen the price of that good or service changes. 

4
 Day-ahead market allows buying and selling quantities of energy for future delivery, typically between 1 

and 24 hours in the future. 

5
 Demand can bid usually into the market, but it some counties to have small amount in the past ( e.g. 2000 

MW) compared to peak demand of over 50000 MW. Smart metering may change this in future. 
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These types have their own functionalities and may affect each others. 

1.1.1. Long-term contracts 

Long term contracts imply future periods of a week or longer, up to several years. The 

amount of traded energy is constant in primary stage and accounts for approximately 80% 

of generators capacity. The price is regulated by government initially, and with the opening 

of the electricity market, sellers and large buyers can pair up and negotiate about it. When 

the long-term electricity price is confirmed, it will not be affected by short-term electricity. 

Obviously, the contract will intensify the competition and efficiency of short-term market 

by reducing its demand when the load is fixed. In other words, generator will change its 

bidding behaviour in short-term market after selling a part of its output by contract [6]. 

1.1.2. Short-term market 

Short-term electricity is dispatched through auction. Usually, a day is consisted of 24 or 48 

periods, with electricity auction repeated at each period. A single auction proceeds as 

follows. First each generator submits a bid, and then, based on these bids, grid company or 

pool operator assigns a quantity produced by each generator and the corresponding 

payment [6].   

1.2. Retail electricity market 

A retail electricity market exists when end-use customers can choose their supplier from 

competing electricity retailers.  

1.2.1. Enabling retail competition  

Consumers (commercial, industrial or residential) have not had much influence on the 

purchase of electricity and had no price information. Regulation was unsuccessful in 

delivering electricity at prices. For many years in many countries the electricity has been 

delivered by a several utility monopolies (state owned or private). After small-scale energy 

generation became feasible, the existing monopolies started to lose their large consumers 

since by using new technology gas turbines they were able to generate electricity cheaper 

than other companies present in the market [2]. Reduction in the optimum size of thermal 
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power plants allowed participation of various firms without a loss of profits made from 

economies of scale. It also encourages large consumers to generate their own power [7]. 

1.2.2. Characteristics of the retail competition model 

The basic model of retail competition is characterized by the fact that it allows consumers 

to choose a company which produces electricity, either directly or through their choice of 

electricity retailer. Generation is deregulated with free entrance and exit, and regulation 

does not impose capacity requirements on generators. As in other sectors, electricity 

retailers buy electricity primarily in the wholesale market to fulfill consumer orders. Their 

success and profits depend on their capability to meet consumer preferences, consequently, 

promoting low prices and the development of new products. The unbundling of services 

usually supplied by a vertically integrated utility is a crucial element for electricity markets 

in which end-users wish to tailor their service purchases to their service needs by choosing 

the sellers that are most able to provide those services [8]. The retail model needs open 

access to all wires, both high voltage (transmission) and low voltage (distribution). The 

retail competition model separates the providing of wires from power service. Customers 

can buy their power either directly from the spot market or from one or several competing 

electricity retailers. The transportation and distribution companies supply wire services to 

market agents. Therefore, rules for open access to wires must be established. In practice, 

however, going directly to the spot market is feasible only for large consumers, which are 

able to obtain the necessary information and to afford the transaction costs involved. Small 

and medium-size consumers are more likely to either aggregate their demands, if the 

system allows for this option, or use the services of a retail firm [2][9]. 

Retail companies compete within the service territory formerly served by the local 

distribution company which remains the exclusive provider of wire services but is not 

allowed to compete with retail companies in supplying services like power retail and risk 

management. Both the generation and retail sale functions are deregulated and open to 

competition. Generating companies sell power to electricity retailers or directly to 

customers, instead of to a local distributor with a licensed monopoly. Power retailers or 

marketers would buy power from generators and sometimes resell it to retail customers, 

bundled with energy management services. Licensed companies would provide 

transportation and distribution services in order to take advantage of economies of scale 

in these segments. However, these companies must provide open access or common 
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carriage to all consumers, and are regulated to avoid monopolistic behavior. The retail 

model requires a spot market to enable multilateral trading. The spot markets make prices 

that calculate the marginal cost in absolute time, thus spot prices are variable over time. 

Consumers, retailers or generators may be ready to pay a premium to decrease 

price volatility and enter into contracts that mitigate risk [2] [10]. 

1.2.3. Benefits of retail competition model 

Competition among retailers puts an end to the captivity of consumers and the old idea of 

regulated monopoly, unavailability of choice which compelled consumers to abide by 

monopoly conditions, both in terms of high prices and low quality. Retailers would often 

arbitrage the prices if they see that cost are not effectively reflected in the electricity 

tariffs. Arbitrage is taking advantage of the differences in prices of different places and 

purchasing from lower price area and selling to higher price area obtaining a marginal 

profit till the point no further profit can be made. The result of arbitrage is that now prices 

would be totally cost reflective. Retail companies would increase the number of different 

products and services which would increase consumer welfare. Unlike regulated 

distribution monopolies, these unregulated retail companies can profit from selling 

power or other products and services to consumers. Retail companies due to competition 

would differentiate their energy services. They may specialize, like in renewable energy to 

be sold to environmentally conscious or green consumers ready to pay higher prices in 

order to protect the environment [11]. Competition would encourage all, retailers, 

distributors and generators to develop technologies to increase efficiency to lower costs 

and increase reliability of supply [2]. 
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2. Power Trading Agent Competition 

Power Trading Agent Competition
6
 (Power TAC) is an international project created with 

the cooperation of the following universities: Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece; 

Carnegie Mellon University, Pennsylvania, United States; Delft University of Technology, 

Netherlands; University of Minnesota, Minnesota, United States; Rotterdam School of 

Management, Netherlands; and University of Zagreb, Croatia. It models the high 

complexity of contemporary and future energy markets, allowing for large scale 

experimentation. Main entities are the customers, representing consumers, producers and 

prosumers
7
 and brokers, who act as intermediary profit maximization parties. Customer 

models represent households, small and large businesses, multi-residential buildings, wind 

parks, solar panel owners, electric vehicle owners, etc. Brokers aim at making profit 

through offering electricity tariffs to customers and trading energy in the wholesale market, 

while carefully balancing supply and demand.   

2.1. Why Power TAC? 

By 2020, around 35% of the total energy demand in the European Union is expected to be 

generated through distributed and alternate “green energy” resources [1]. This fact will be 

serious challenge to the existing energy infrastructure designed to distribute power from a 

few large generating facilities. Smart management approach is therefore required to open 

the door to effective integration of new resources into existing infrastructure, both 

generation and distribution. The California energy market breakdown [12] [13] in 2000 is 

example of problems that can happen if potential strategic, competitive or collusive 

behavior of market participants is not sufficiently considered during market design [14]. 

Power TAC, introduced to address above mentioned issues, is a competitive simulation 

environment that models a liberalized retail electrical energy market, where competing 

business entities or “brokers” offer energy services to customers through tariff contracts, 

                                                 

6
 http://www.powertac.org 

7
 Prosumer is a portmanteau formed by contracting the word producer with the word consumer.   
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and must then serve those customers by trading in a wholesale market. Brokers are 

challenged to maximize their profits by buying and selling energy in the wholesale and 

retail markets, subject to fixed costs and constrain [15].  

Power TAC environment models: 

• wholesale market – simple call market, modeled according to some existing 

wholesale electric power markets; 

• regulated distribution utility – models regulated natural monopoly that owns 

regional distribution network, responsible for maintenance of its infrastructure and 

for real-time balancing of supply and demand; and 

• population of end customers – customer models include households and many 

commercial and industrial entities, many of which can produce energy using solar 

panels or wind turbines as well as electric vehicles. 

Balancing process, performed by regulated distribution utility, is a market-based 

mechanism used to encourage brokers to achieve balance within their portfolios of tariff 

subscribers and wholesale market position. Broker with highest profit at the end of game 

wins. 

2.2. Intelligent software agents 

Nowdays, electricity systems are becoming more open and competitive markets. 

Therefore, the need for complex modeling systems becomes more obvious. Traditional 

optimization and simulation tools provide quality information about market operations, but 

diversity of agents participating in these markets can not be properly presented due to 

agents’ unique business strategies, risk preferences and decision processes. Instead of 

predicting the market participant’s behavior, Power TAC offers agent-based tools in a 

laboratory setting – a framework which represents electricity markets with multiple agents, 

where every agent can implement their own objectives and decision rules [14].  

Intelligent software agents [16] are autonomous program entities which independently 

perform set of given tasks in a network on behalf of their owners or other agents. A 

program agent, as program abstraction, is similar to technical implementation of objects. 

But unlike objects, defined by their methods and instance variables, the agent is defined by 

its behavior. Agents can be used for participating in electronic market auctions, for 
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distributed fetching of information, simulation of different systems and in many other 

fields which require a human intelligence [17]. 

Intelligent agent is characterized by, at least, following properties [18]: 

• autonomy – agent is capable of performing operations independently, without the 

human intervention; 

• cooperation – ability to coordinate interaction with other agents in a network, using 

a defined protocol and a common communication language; and 

• intelligence – ability to learn and decide based on the information received from an 

environment. 

Besides previously mentioned properties, agents can also posses, depending on their 

purpose, other properties including: 

• mobility – ability to move inside network; 

• reactivity – ability to respond to changes in the environment; and  

• proactivity – goal oriented, without regular contact with the environment. 

2.2.1. CrocodileAgent 

CrocodileAgent
8
 is an intelligent software agent developed at the Department of 

Telecommunications of Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing at University of 

Zagreb for participating in the Power TAC [19]. Research teams are using various 

techniques, e.g., machine learning, various algorithms for making predictions, etc. to 

develop agent capable of efficiently participate in the Power TAC.  

2.3. Power TAC game overview 

In this chapter, basic game rules and terms will be presented in order to understand the 

later chapters of this work. The complete Power TAC specification can be found in [15]. 

Main components of the Power TAC environment are shown in Figure 2.1. Participating 

parties are developing trading agents which act as self-interested brokers, representing 

energy retailers from the real world. Brokers can buy and sell energy through contracts 

                                                 

8
 http://agents.usluge.tel.fer.hr/power_tac/crocodileagent 
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with retail customers (households, small and medium enterprises, etc.) or by trading in a 

wholesale market. By offering tariff contracts with affordable terms, brokers are trying to 

attract population of end-customers (households, small businesses) to buy energy from 

them.  

A broker’s primary task is to build a quality set of tariff subscriptions with end customers 

who sell or purchase energy; in other words, to build quality portfolio which is profitable 

and can be balanced in different environmental conditions. Also, broker needs to manage 

financial and supply/demand imbalance risk. 

Time units in Power TAC simulation are discrete blocks or time slots. Each time slot 

presents one simulated hour and takes 5 seconds of real time. A simulation lasts for 60 

simulated days or 1440 time slots, which is equal to 2 hours of the real time. For every 

time slot there is a set of future time slots for which trading in wholesale market is enabled. 

As mentioned before, primary goal of a broker is to achieve balance between power supply 

and demand in each future time slot, primarily through interactions in a customer market 

and through trading power delivery commitments for enabled timeslots in a wholesale 

market. 

Figure 2.1 Main components of the Power TAC environment [15] 
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In a current simulation, brokers can buy and sell energy in a customer market through tariff 

contracts. Those contracts specify pricing and other terms, and customers must choose 

among available tariffs. Rich tariff specifications are available, modeled on current 

development in a real-word electricity market. It is possible to specify periodic payments, 

time-of-use tariffs with hourly or daily intervals, tiered rates, sign-up bonuses, etc. These 

mechanisms are used by brokers to shape and control their portfolios. 

Wholesale market enables buying and selling energy for future delivery, usually between 1 

and 24 hours (time slots) in the future. It is a periodic double action, clearing once every 

simulated hour. Market clearing is a process in which energy price is determined for each 

enabled time slot. Demand and supply curves are constructed from bids and ask to 

determine the clearing price of each orderbook (one for each enabled time slot) at the 

intersection of curves, which gives the price that maximizes turnover. 

Distribution Utility (DU) represents the regulated electric utility entity that owns and 

operates the distribution grid. Its tasks in Power TAC simulation are [15]: 

• power distribution through transmission grid to the customers for which brokers 

have to pay fee; 

• real-time balancing of supply and demand on the distribution grid; and 

• offering default tariffs for energy consumption and production. 

2.4. System architecture 

Power TAC is designed to run as an annual competition, a model that has been very 

effective in stimulating research. Every year, research groups develop their agents and 

enter them in the competition. The competition system architecture is shown in Figure 2.2. 

The tournament configuration is intended to support multi-round tournaments, with large 

number of visualizers. The administration portion of the web application supports 

tournament scheduling and access to records of past games. The web-app also serves as a 

proxy to allow visualizers access to running games on potentially several simulation 

servers.  

 



 

Figure 

A single web app can control multiple servers on multiple hosts, by storing game 

configuration in a shared database and then starting a server on a remote host, or notifying 

a running server of a game configuration that is ready to run. Weather and market price 

data will be served by remote services, hosted on their own databases. The shared database 

will hold summary information for completed games, including access information for 

retrieving game logs. Brokers register with the web app, and join a game by request

credentials and a URL for an active simulation. With this information, it then logs into the 

simulation server and runs its game interactions.

2.5. Key performance indicators

A winner of a Power TAC game is an agent with the highest profit at the end of the

The end result is a consequence of many factors, e.g. broker’s ability to build quality 

customer portfolio, ability to 

etc. In order to analyze different segments of brokers’ performance whi

result, key performance indicators

Figure 2.2 Power TAC system architecture 

web app can control multiple servers on multiple hosts, by storing game 

configuration in a shared database and then starting a server on a remote host, or notifying 

a running server of a game configuration that is ready to run. Weather and market price 

ta will be served by remote services, hosted on their own databases. The shared database 

will hold summary information for completed games, including access information for 

retrieving game logs. Brokers register with the web app, and join a game by request

credentials and a URL for an active simulation. With this information, it then logs into the 

simulation server and runs its game interactions. 

Key performance indicators 

A winner of a Power TAC game is an agent with the highest profit at the end of the

consequence of many factors, e.g. broker’s ability to build quality 

customer portfolio, ability to fulfill orders while properly balancing supply and demand, 

different segments of brokers’ performance whi

key performance indicators (KPI) are presented. These indicators show broker’s 
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will hold summary information for completed games, including access information for 
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achievements in different game parts, and can be useful in detecting game segments in 

which broker did not perform well. Several KPIs are given inspired by [20]. 

Tariff market share is an indicator which shows percentage of total money flow in the 

tariff market for observed broker.  

Tariff market sold energy share is an indicator which tells how many energy broker sold in 

the tariff market with respect to total amount of sold energy by all competing brokers in the 

tariff market. 

Tariff market bought energy share is an indicator which represents energy broker bought in 

the tariff market comparing to total amount of energy bought by all competing brokers in 

the tariff market. 

In distribution segment of the Power TAC game, distribution share is an indicator which 

reveals broker’s share in total energy distributed through energy grid. 

Aggregate cost is a wholesale market indicator which represents amount of money which 

should be paid for the amount of energy broker bought in the wholesale market if price of 

energy used in aggregate cost is calculated using total amount of money used in the 

wholesale market and total amount of energy traded in the wholesale market. In other 

words, this indicator, when compared to actual amount paid for buying energy in the 

wholesale market, tells whether broker is paying acceptable price or could have paid less 

for the bought energy. 

Similarly, aggregate revenue is a wholesale market indicator which, when compare to 

actual revenue earned from selling energy in the wholesale market, indicates if broker 

could have received more money for sold energy in same circumstances. 

Imbalance ratio is a balancing indicator which tells how much broker contributed to total 

imbalance of the grid, i.e. what is the percentage of total imbalanced energy that belongs to 

observed broker. 

Imbalance fee indicator represents average expense for imbalanced energy. 

KPIs can also be used in grading brokers’ efficiency in different game segments (e.g. 

wholesale market, tariff market, etc.) by grouping indicators which belong to the same 

segment and scaling indicators to previously defined range. 
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3. Power Trading Agent Competition Visualizer 

2012 background 

University of Zagreb contributed to the Power TAC project by designing and developing 

Power TAC Visualizer, a web application which provides game information and statistics 

for a game in progress. Visualizer was developed within master thesis [21] in 2012 and 

used in Power TAC Tournament 2012. This chapter presents the architecture of previously 

mentioned Visualizer which will be referred to as Visualizer 2012, and lists frameworks 

and technologies used in its implementation [21]. 

Visualizer 2012 is consisted of two modules, as displayed in Figure 3.1: 

• back-end module; and 

• front-end module. 

 

Figure 3.1 Visualizer 2012 modules 

The back-end module is implemented using the Spring
9
 framework and its main task is 

interaction with the simulator. Visualization of the competition is managed by the front-

end module which uses two groups of technologies:  

• JavaServer Faces
10

 (JSF) technologies; and 

• standard web-technologies. 

                                                 

9
 Spring framework is an application development framework for enterprise Java (http://springsource.org). 

10
 JavaServer Faces is a Java specification for building component-based user interfaces for web applications 

(https://javaserverfaces.java.net/). 
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List of specific technologies from both groups with a brief description of task for which are 

used is displayed in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 Technologies used in Visualizer 2012 

Name Description of usage 

JSF facelets
11

 Building a web-design template for Visualizer 

Primefaces
12

 
Rich set of components from this library was used to make a rich and 

visually attractive design 

XHTML 

EXtensible HyperText Markup Language is a language required by 

Facelets. Its usage implies that web pages are well-formed, i.e. satisfy a 

list of syntax rules provided in XHTML specification 

jqPlot
13

 Library used for presenting game results in graphs 

jQuery Implementation of competition’s overview animation 

AJAX 

Asynchronous JavaScript and XML was used for a web page 

information update. Provides periodic update of relevant parts of the 

page in order to minimize unnecessary network traffic load 

CSS 
Cascading Style Sheets were used to additionally improve visual 

design 

 

3.1. Back-end module 

This module contains the application logic for visualization of Power TAC platform. Its 

main task is communication with a simulator and a front-end module. To be able to 

communicate with the simulator, the back-end module implements a necessary 

infrastructure required for registration with a proxy provided by the simulator. When 

                                                 

11
 Facelets is an open source web template system under the Apache licence and the default view handler 

technology (declaration language) for JSF (https://facelets.java.net). 

12
 Primefaces is an open source JSF component suite with various extensions (http://primefaces.org). 

13
 jqPlot is a plotting and charting plugin for the jQuery JavaScript framework (http://www.jqplot.com). 
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Visualizer is registered, the back-end module receives a message from the simulator, and, 

based on the message content, updates Visualizer’s state. After the registration process, the 

simulator does not require any further messages from the Visualizer. Therefore, 

communication between the simulator and Visualizer is one-way communication. The 

back-end module is entirely developed using Spring framework, also used in other Power 

TAC projects. 

This module updates Visualizer’s state, represented by the most recent values of the 

Visualizer model objects, when the message is received. In order to allow the front-end 

module to build a representation of Visualizer’s state, the back-end module acts as a 

content repository for the front-end module. Also, it is responsible for configuring the 

simulator, according to an input from the front-end module used by the Administrator [21]. 

3.2. Front-end module 

The front-end module contains presentation logic for the Power TAC game visualization. 

Its main task is to fetch data from the back-end module and create rich representation of 

the Power TAC competition. This module also provides the administration interface for 

competition management.  

The front-end module was implemented using JSF-related technologies and standard web 

technologies. Software artefacts in this module are web pages. Its skeleton is built using a 

Facelet template facility provided by JSF. Primefaces library was used to accomplish a 

rich visual design. To support the analysis of the competition, various charts were 

implemented which present work of individual Power TAC entities. Charts are 

implemented using the jqPlot library and they include line charts, pie charts, and bubble 

charts. Dynamic display is achieved using periodic page update mechanism. Game 

overview animation was implemented to demonstrate basic interactions between entities in 

the competition. Lastly, the Competition control page was developed for administrating a 

competition through the Visualizer. 
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Visualizer contains several pages, as displayed in Figure 3.2. Each page contains 

information about different Power TAC entities [21]: 

• brokers; 

• customers; 

• generation companies; and  

• wholesale market. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Visualizer 2012 GUI 
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4. Power Trading Agent Competition Visualizer 

2013 

During Power TAC trials, held in 2012, the Power TAC Visualizer 2012 was used for 

visualization of the competition. Visualizer 2012 performed well, and received many 

compliments for providing a very detail overview of the competition and ability to 

exhaustively analyze game in progress. Also, it was suggested to bring data representation 

to higher level, using richer data representation tools and techniques. Following suggested 

advices, Visualizer 2013 was developed. Its main advantage, regarding to the previous 

visualizer, is ability to present results in much more efficient way, using various new data 

presentation techniques. Furthermore, the new Visualizer implements push mechanism for 

updating results of the competition, in contrast to the pull mechanism used in Visualizer 

2012.  

As stated before, Visualizer 2013 is an improved version of Visualizer 2012. 

Consequently, its architecture is very similar to the one of its predecessor. As displayed in 

Figure 4.1, there are two new blocks in Visualizer’s front-end module: 

• HighCharts
14

; and  

• Metro UI
15

. 

 

Figure 4.1 Visualizer 2013 modules 

                                                 

14
 http://www.highcharts.com 

15
 http://metroui.org.ua 
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HighCharts is a charting library written in pure HTML5/JavaScript, offering intuitive and 

interactive charts displayed in a web page. It supports various chart types including line, 

spline, area, areaspline, column, bar, pie, bubble, waterfall, polar and many others. Simple 

integration and usage with powerful and rich pallet of quality presentation components 

were reasons why this library was chosen for presenting results in the Visualizer 2013. 

HighStock, a HighCharts extension, enables creating stock or general timeline charts in 

pure JavaScript, including sophisticated navigation options like small navigator series, 

preset date ranges, date picker, scrolling and panning. Due to the nature of the Power TAC 

game, where results are observed from the beginning of the game onwards, this library 

gives opportunity to efficiently present and analyze results.  

In order to give a new look to the visualizer, Metro UI CSS was used to implement GUI. It 

allows creating a Web site in the style of Windows 8 quickly and without distractions on 

routine tasks. 

4.1. Back-end architecture 

Back-end architecture is built using following components, displayed in Figure 4.2: 

• competition management component – provides access to the simulator through the 

front-end user interface; 

• middleware component – registers visualizer with the simulator and receives 

messages; 

• message handling component – extracts information from received messages and 

initiates updating visualizer’s state; and 

• model component – set of domain objects which describe visualizer’s state. 

This architecture is inherited from the Visualizer 2012, therefore detail description of listed 

components can be found in [21]. Visualizer 2013 adds beans
16

 to the model component, 

which are used to support creating charts. Located in 

org.powertac.visualizer.user package, they can be divided in two groups: 

• session-scoped beans; and 

• request-scoped beans. 

                                                 

16
 A bean is an object that is instantiated, assembled and otherwise managed by a Spring IoC container. 
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Figure 4.2 Visualizer 2013 back-end architecture 

A life cycle of session-scoped bean is a session. In other words, bean will be created at the 

begging of HTTP session, and its state will be preserved while the HTTP session exists. 

This state can be updated, but every time an object of session-scope bean is used in 

program, it will be the object created at the begging of HTTP session with, eventually, 

different state. In the back-end module, there are two session-scoped beans: 

UserSessionBean and ChatBean. 

On the other hand, a request-scope bean is created every time when an HTTP request is 

sent. Its state is not persisted, since new object is made each time this bean is used. This 

type of bean is very convenient for using in the graph generation process. Since a new 

instance is created every time when requested, it always contains up-to-date information. 

4.1.1. Graph data creation procedure 

There are two parts in the process of generating time-related data for graph, displayed in 

Figure 4.3: 

• generating results from the beginning of the competition until the time page is 

accessed; and 

• processing data which will arrive in the future. 

Beans are used in the first step of generation data for a graph. When a web page, 

containing time related graph, is accessed, request-scoped beans are used to fetch past 

values which should be drawn in a graph. When beans are initialized, their state is up-to-

date, more precisely, they contain all past values which should be drawn. Obviously, next 
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time the graph is accessed, the bean must be reinitialized since there are new values needed 

to be displayed in the first part of the graph (time slot, the main unit of time in Power TAC 

game usually lasts for 5 seconds, therefore, every 5 seconds there is a new data available to 

be displayed in the first part of the graph). In the initialization process, beans are iterating 

through the brokersMap in the BrokerService class. Every broker has associated 

BrokerModel object which contains relevant data to be displayed in a graph. A 

procedure of fetching data for drawing the total score graph is displayed using the 

sequence diagram in Figure 4.4. When user in web-applications selects total score view, 

front-end module requests graph values from finance bean which should be displayed in 

graph. Finance bean, then, iterates through BrokerModels in BrokerService and 

fetches requested data from FinanceDynamicData. After values are gathered from all 

brokers, BrokerSeriesTemplate is created and passed to gson
17

 to get string 

representation of template object, which will be used for displaying values in graph. 

                                                 

17
 Gson is a Java library used to convert Java objects into their JSON representation 

(https://code.googlce.com/p/google-gson). 

Figure 4.3 Graph's data generation process 
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Figure 4.4 Creating of data structure used for drawing graph 

Result of bean’s initialization process is a String, which will hereinafter be referred to as 

series String. Series String holds data in a format required by HighStock for creating graph 

and is built using gson. Values which should be displayed in graph are placed in 

HighStock’s series element, a list of one or more objects which contains instructions how 

to draw graph, as well as data to be displayed. Structure of the series element with some of 

its attributes is: 

 series: [{ 

          name: <name>, 

          data: <data>, 

          color: <color>, 

          ... 

         }, {...}] 

BrokerSeriesTemplate is used to create the series String. It is a class with instance 

variables which matches HighStock's series attributes. After BrokerSeriesTemplate 
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object has been created, it is passed to gson to create series String in format required by 

HighStock. Figure 4.5 shows an example of series String created using gson and 

BrokerSeriesTemplate. 

BrokerSeriesTemplate series String 

public class BrokerSeriesTemplate 

{ 

  private String name; 

  private String color; 

  private ArrayList<Object> data; 

  private int yAxis; 

  private boolean step; 

  private boolean showInLegend; 

  private Tooltip tooltip = new 

  Tooltip(); 

 

  //constructors omitted 

} 

{ 

"name":"CrocodileAgent", 

"color":"#163eef", 

"data":[ 

[1256439600000,-

61.71867674963636], 

[1256446800000,-

744.0501571663907],  

], 

"yAxis":0, 

"step":false, 

"showInLegend":true, 

"tooltip":{"valueDecimals":2} 

} 

Figure 4.5 Example of data structure used for drawing graph 

Visualizer 2013 enables real-time observing of game results. Competition scores are 

automatically updated using a push mechanism. In other words, new values are placed in 

graph approximately every 5 seconds (duration of 1 time slot). This is the part 2 of graph 

data creation process displayed in Figure 4.3, responsible for preparing data to be pushed 

as they become available. 

Receiving TimeslotComplete message from the simulator is prerequisite for 

activating the push mechanism. Actions that preceded the receiving of this message are 

identical to ones in the Visualizer 2012 and their description can be found in [21]. When a 

message is received, an appropriate activation method is called, depending on the message 

content. In the activation method then starts the process of forming a push content which 

will be used for graph updating. HighStock enables updating graph by calling an 

addPoint method over graph instance which should be updated, and providing values 

which should be displayed. The push content is built using push templates, classes having 

instance variables whose names are identical to labels required by HighStock. These 
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templates are located in org.powertac.visualizer.push package. After objects 

are created using templates and initialized with values which should be pushed, gson is 

used to get a JSON representation of an object used as the push content. 

Push mechanism is implemented using Primefaces’ PushContext which allows easily 

pushing of content by calling 

pushContext.push(<channel_name>, <push_content>). 

A push procedure for updating Tariff market graph is displayed using sequence diagram in 

Figure 4.6. 

4.1.2. Data update 

MessageHandlers are classes used for processing messages incoming from the 

simulator. Processing message includes extracting data from the message used for updating 

visualizer’s state and happens in handler’s handleMessage(message) method. 

Result of this process provides new values which should be displayed in the application, 

and therefore enables live tracking of game progress. Message handlers are located in 

package org.powertac.visualizer.services.handler. 

Figure 4.6 Push procedure for updating graph 
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4.2. Front-end architecture 

The front-end module contains presentation logic for visualization of the Power TAC 

competition. Its main task is to visualize data retrieved from the back-end module and 

provide an administration interface for a competition management.  

 

Figure 4.7 Visualizer's skeleton 
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The front-end module is implemented using JSF and standard web technologies. Facelet 

templates enabled consistent look throughout different Visualizer’s pages. Figure 4.7 

displays a skeleton used for building all other pages. 

Visualizer is consisted of different modules which can be accessed using the navigation 

bar. These modules contain presentation of the results in different game segments. The 

second part of the skeleton is the information panel which gives information about current 

game status, e.g. name of the game, current date and time, weather status, game leaders in 

different segments, etc. The results are presented in the main panel, which is the central 

part of Visualizer’s page. Communication between competitors is available using chat 

panel, while links to official the Power TAC web site and to the developers form are 

located in footer. All parts of the skeleton are consistent throughout the application, except 

for main panel which depends on a selected module and can contain different elements, 

e.g., graphs, tables, etc. The layout of application is implemented using Metro UI CSS.  

The skeleton of the application is defined in master.xhtml file. It defines all elements 

which are constant through visualizer’s pages, but also provides containers where variable 

parts of page will be placed. Those variable parts are defined using following syntax:  

<ui:insert name="name" />. 

Master page contains five such elements, with following values of the name attribute: 

headInclude, headIncludes, title, maincontent, and rowcontent. Each 

page which uses the master.xhtml template can easily insert its content using 

following syntax: 

<ui:define name="name">custom_xhtml_content</ui:define>. 

Visualizer is organized in following modules, accessible through the navigation bar: 

• Overview; 

• Finance; 

• Tariff market; 

• Wholesale;  

• Balancing; 

• Distribution; 

• Weather report; and 

• Settings. 
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4.2.1. Overview module 

Game overview module represents brokers’ success in different game segments. A success 

is displayed in form of grades which are given to broker based on Key Performance 

Indicators (KPI). KPIs are indicators of broker’s achievements and are calculated for each 

game segment. As displayed in Figure 4.8, grades are displayed in a Spider chart, graph 

type which provides elegant way to compare brokers’ efficiencies in several game 

segments. A scale used for grades is in range from 0 to 100, where lower grades represent 

lower efficiency, while higher grades represent higher efficiency. 

 

Figure 4.8 Game overview 

4.2.1.1 Distribution efficiency 

Distribution grade represent broker’s share in total distribution of energy through grid. 

Therefore, it is calculated using: 
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 ��������� 	 �
�������
��
 ∙ 100 (1) 

List of labels used in (1) with accompanying description can be found in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Labels used in calculating distribution grade 

Label Description 

��������� Distribution grade for brokerX 

�
������� Total amount of distributed energy for brokerX 

��
 Total amount of distributed energy by all brokers 

 

4.2.1.2 Tariff market efficiency 

Since it is possible, from broker’s point of view, to buy and sell energy in a tariff market, 

defining grade for efficiency in the tariff market is not trivial. Broker’s goal is to sell 

energy at the highest possible price, but also to buy energy at the lowest possible price. The 

amount of traded energy is one of the most important parameters, but only if it is observed 

with the accompanying price. Brokers should not be awarded with a high grade if selling 

large energy quantities which is consequence of offering energy at low price and vice 

versa. Therefore, a grade which defines efficiency in these transactions is calculated using 

several parameters: 

• broker’s share in overall money flow in the tariff market; 

• broker’s share in total amount of energy sold in the tariff market; and 

• broker’s share in total amount of energy bought in the tariff market. 

Every parameter equally contributes to a final tariff grade, calculated using (2): 

 ��������� 	 �13
���������

�� � 1
3

��������


� � 1
3

��������


� � ∙ 100 (2) 

Labels used in (2) are listed in Table 4.2 with accompanying description.  
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Table 4.2 Labels used in calculating tariff grade 

Label Description 

��������� Tariff grade for brokerX 

��������� Broker’s total money flow in tariff market 

�� Total money flow in tariff market 


�������� Total amount of energy broker sold in tariff market 


� Total amount of energy sold by all brokers in tariff market 


�������� Total amount of energy broker bought in tariff market 


� Total amount of energy bought by all brokers in tariff market 

 

4.2.1.3 Wholesale market efficiency 

Defining efficiency at a wholesale market also requires observing several KPIs. This is the 

market where brokers primarily buy energy in order to deliver it to their customers, but can 

also sell energy. Here, their goal is to buy energy at the lowest possible price and to sell 

energy at the highest possible price. Observing the amount of traded energy must be 

accompanied by observing offered prices, in order to give an objective grade of the 

transactions. A grade for the wholesale market is defined by observing a broker’s cost for 

traded energy with regard to an aggregated cost in the whole market separately for buying 

(3) and selling (4) energy. 

Grading of buying efficiency in the wholesale market is performed using (3) and (4). 

 ���������� 	 
��������� ∙ ��, 			
��������� 	 �
��������
�
�  (3) 

 ���������� 	 
��������� ∙ ��, 			
��������� 	 �
��������
�
�  (4) 

Table 4.3 lists definition of labels used in (3) and (4). 
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Table 4.3 Labels used in calculating wholesale grade 

Label  Description 

��������� Total broker’s revenue from selling energy in wholesale market 

��������� Total broker’s cost from buying energy in wholesale market 

�
�������� Amount of energy broker bought in wholesale market 

�
�������� Amount of energy broker sold in wholesale market 

����������
 Total broker’s aggregated revenue 

����������
 Total broker’s aggregated cost 


��������� Broker’s share in total energy sold in wholesale market 


��������� Broker’s share in total energy bought in wholesale market 

�� Total revenue made in wholesale market from all brokers 

�� Total cost made in wholesale market from all brokers 

�
� Amount of energy bought in wholesale market 

�
� Amount of energy sold in wholesale market 

���������	  Broker’s grade for wholesale market 

 

After broker’s aggregated cost (TC’brokerX) is calculated, it is compared with total broker’s 

cost (TCbrokerX). Three scenarios are possible: 

• TCbrokerX < TC’brokerX; 

• TCbrokerX > TC’brokerX; and 

• TCbrokerX = TC’brokerX. 

In first case, total broker’s cost paid for energy in the wholesale market is lower than the 

cost which would be paid for the same amount of energy bought by an aggregated system, 

the system in which price for one unit of energy is determined by the total amount of 

bought energy and the total amount of money used in all transactions in the wholesale 

market in which brokers bought energy. In second case, price which broker paid for energy 

in higher then the aggregated price, which implies that broker could have bought energy at 

lower price. Last case represents an environment in which average price is identical for all 

brokers that buy energy in the wholesale market. This is an unlikely scenario, except if 

there is only one broker involved in buying energy transactions. Starting grade for buying 
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energy efficiency is 50 and it can be increased or decreased, depending on the value of 

costIndex, calculated using: 

 ��� !"#$%�������	 	 ���������	

����������  (5) 

Three scenarios are possible: 

• if costIndex < 1 broker’s grade for buying energy efficiency will be increased for 

maximally 50 points:  

 &'�($�)($_+,-�������	 	 .1 / ��� !"#$%0 ∙ 50 (6) 

• if costIndex > 1 broker’s grade for buying energy efficiency will be decreased 

maximally 50 points:  

 &'�($�)($_+,-�������	 	 .��� !"#$% / 10 ∙ 50 (7) 

• if costIndex > 1 broker’s grade for buying energy efficiency will stay 50. 

Similar grading technique is used in grading broker’s efficiency in selling energy in the 

wholesale market. Here are also present three classes where total revenue earned from 

selling energy can be placed: 

• TRbrokerX < TR’brokerX; 

• TRbrokerX > TR’brokerX; and 

• TRbrokerX = TR’brokerX. 

In the first scenario, a broker’s revenue is lower than the aggregated revenue, meaning that 

broker could have earned more money from selling energy in the wholesale market. In 

second case, broker received more money from selling energy then the aggregated system 

and will be awarded a better grade. In the last case average price is identical for all brokers 

that sell energy in the wholesale market. This is an unlikely scenario, except if there is only 

one broker involved in selling energy. Starting grade for selling energy efficiency is 50 and 

it can be increased or decreased, depending on the value of revenueIndex, calculated using: 

 2$3$",$!"#$%�������	 	 ���������	

����������  (8) 
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Three scenarios are possible: 

• if revenueIndex < 1 broker’s grade for selling energy efficiency will be decreased 

maximally 50 points:  

 &'�($�)($_�$((�������	 	 .1 / 2$3$",$!"#$%0 ∙ 50 (9) 

• if revenueIndex > 1 broker’s grade for selling energy efficiency will be increased 

maximally 50 points:  

 &'�($�)($_�$((�������	 	 .2$3$",$!"#$% / 10 ∙ 50 (10) 

• if revenueIndex > 1 broker’s grade for selling energy efficiency will stay 50. 

Finally, wholesale grade is calculated by combining wholesale_buy and wholesale_sell 

grades which equally contribute to total grade: 

 ���������	 	 1
2&'�($�)($_+,-�������	 � 1

2&'�($�)($_�$((�������	  (11) 

 

4.2.1.4 Balancing efficiency 

Balanced energy is a surplus of bought energy which broker did not manage to sell, or an 

energy deficit which broker should deliver to its customers. In both cases, balanced energy 

has a negative influence on broker’s results and it should be kept at minimal. A grade for 

balancing shows how well broker fulfils his obligations and consequently keeps level of 

imbalanced energy at minimum. The grade takes into consideration broker’s share in total 

distributed energy, since broker should not be awarded high grade for having small amount 

of imbalanced energy which is consequence of small share in total distributed energy and 

vice versa. Therefore, the grade for balancing takes into consideration following two 

parameters: 

• ratio of imbalance to total energy delivered; and 

• cost per kWh for imbalance. 

Balancing grade is calculated using: 

 !�������� 	 !
�������

��������

 (12) 
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 ��������� 	 !��������
!
�������

 (13) 

Table 4.4 lists definition of labels used in (12) and (13). 

Table 4.4 Labels used in calculating balancing grade 

Label  Description 

!�������� Imbalance ratio; share of imbalanced energy in total delivered energy 

!
������� Amount of imbalanced energy 


�������� Total amount of delivered energy 

��������� Balancing fee; cost per kWh of imbalanced energy 

!�������� Imbalance cost; fee paid for imbalanced energy 

 

First part of balancing grade is gradeIR, calculated using: 

 52)#$!�������� 	 6.1 / !��������0 ∙ 100, |!�������� 8 1|
0, $(�$ 9 (14) 

Second part of balancing grade depends whether broker receives fee for surplus of energy, 

or pays fee due to deficit of energy. Since fixed grades should be given balancing fee, 

which can be positive or negative, it is necessary to limit the interval for which grades will 

be given. After observing game results, value 0.05 was selected for the threshold. Starting 

grade for second part of the balancing grade is 50 and is increased or decreased depending 

on broker’s performance: 

• if BFbrokerX ∈ [-0.05, 0> starting grade is decreased: 

 52)#$��������� 	 50 / ��������� ∙ 1000 (15) 

• if BFbrokerX ∈ [0, 0.05> starting grade is increased: 

 52)#$��������� 	 50 � ��������� ∙ 1000 (16) 

In case BFbrokerX is less then -0.05, 52)#$��������� is 0, and if BFbrokerX > 0.05, 

52)#$��������� is 50. 
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Finally, balancing grade is calculated using: 

 ��������� 	 1
2 52)#$!�������� � 1

2  52)#$��������� (17) 

4.2.2. Finance module 

Finance module provides two views: 

• cumulative scores view; and 

• per timeslot scores view. 

Cumulative scores view, displayed in Figure 4.7, holds a 1-pane line chart which contains 

overall results of the competition. It represents state of broker’s bank account from the 

begging of the competition onwards.  

 

Figure 4.9 Finance – per time slot view 
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On the other hand, per timeslot scores view, shown in Figure 4.9, displays broker’s profit, 

isolated for every timeslot from begging of the competition. The x-axis is time-axis, while 

the y-axis represents profit broker made in timeslot. Values are positive if broker is 

receiving money or negative in case total transactions made observed time slot are 

negative. 

4.2.3. Tariff market module 

Tariff market module contains 4 views: 

• cumulative scores view;  

• per timeslot scores view; 

• tariff analysis view; and 

• customer statistics view. 

Tariff market cumulative scores view holds a 3-pane line chart, which enables 

simultaneously observing brokers’ money transactions, amount of traded energy and 

number of customers in brokers’ portfolio during the competition.  

Per timeslot scores view, shown in Figure 4.10, displays money flow in each timeslot, 

amount of energy traded in wholesale market for each time slot and number of customers 

which left from or came into brokers’ portfolios. It is worth emphasizing that this graph 

shows changes from previous time slot. Therefore it can be seen that for time slot observed 

in Figure 4.10, number of customers for brokers is 0, meaning that brokers’ portfolios 

stayed the same. In other words, number of customers in observed timeslot is the same as 

the one in previous timeslot. 
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Figure 4.10 Tariff market – per time slot view 

Tariff analysis view, displayed in Figure 4.11, holds table which contains all published 

tariffs during game. Table provides basic information about tariffs, i.e. tariff ID, profit, 

traded energy, power type and name of the agent tariff is offered by. Also, it is possible to 

get detail information about tariff by pressing Details button. Upon pressing Details button, 

additional information about tariff, displayed in Figure 4.12, is shown in pop-up, e.g., 

minimal duration, sign-up payment, etc. Also, at the end of pop-up window, there is a 

graph which displays rate(s) defined in tariff. 
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Figure 4.11 Tariff market – tariff analysis view 

 

Figure 4.12 Tariff analysis – detail view 
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Customer statistics view, displayed in Figure 4.13, holds 3-level pie chart containing 

customer-related information. Level 1 displays number of customer in brokers’ portfolios. 

When a broker’s slice is selected, level 2 is being drawn, containing number of customers 

in different roles: consumers, producers and storage. Finally, level 3 of pie chart, entered 

when one of the roles is pressed, contains number of customers related to the specific type 

of role. 

 

Figure 4.13 Tariff market – customer statistics view 

4.2.4. Wholesale market module 

Wholesale market module contains 4 views: 

• cumulative scores view; 

• per timeslot scores view; 

• market transactions view; and 

• average price per timeslot view. 
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Cumulative score view holds 2-pane graph which represents cumulative money flow for 

each broker in the wholesale market, as well as cumulative amount of traded energy. 

Per timeslot scores view displays wholesale market transactions for each timeslot 

simultaneously with amount of energy traded in each timeslot. 

 

Figure 4.14 Wholesale market – market transactions view 

Market transaction view, displayed in Figure 4.14, contains scatter-plot graph holding 

market transactions made in last 48 timeslots. In this graph, every transaction is presented 

with one dot. The x-axis values represent price per MWh at which transaction was made, 

while the y-axis values represent amount of energy involved in transaction. There are two 

areas around which values are grouped in attached figure. The first group on the left 

contains transactions in which broker bought energy in wholesale market. This group is 

characterized by positive energy and negative price values. Since brokers are buying 

energy, the amount of energy they posses is increased, while amount of money on their 

bank accounts is decreased, which is the explanation for value signs. Similarly, the second 

group is characterized by negative energy values and positive money values. Here, brokers 
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are selling energy in wholesale market and receive some money for it, which explains used 

signs.  

Average clearing price per timeslot view, displayed in Figure 4.15, holds 2-pane graph, 

with one graph being line chart and other being column chart. The wholesale market is a 

day-ahead market, meaning that offers can be submitted for future 24 time slots. Therefore, 

clearing can happen up to 24 times for 1 timeslot. Line chart graph represents average 

clearing price for each time slot, while bar chart graph displays total energy traded in each 

timeslot. 

 

Figure 4.15 Wholesale market – average clearing price view 

4.2.5. Balancing module 

Balancing module provides information about imbalanced energy. It contains two views: 

• cumulative scores view; and 

• per timeslot scores view. 
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Cumulative scores view holds 2-pane graph showing total amount of imbalanced energy 

and fee paid due to imbalance, while per timeslot scores view displays amount of 

imbalanced energy and paid fee in each timeslot. 

4.2.6. Distribution module 

Balancing module contains information about energy distributed through grid. It is 

consisted of two views: 

• cumulative scores view; and 

• per timeslot scores view. 

Cumulative scores view, displayed in Figure 4.16, is a 2-pane graph displaying total 

amount of energy distributed through grid and fee paid for distribution, while per timeslot 

scores view holds amount of energy transferred and fee paid in each timeslot. 

 

Figure 4.16 Distribution module – cumulative scores view 
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4.2.7. Weather report module 

Weather report module, displayed in Figure 4.17, holds 4-pane graph containing 

information about different weather-related data, i.e. temperature, wind speed, wind 

direction and cloud coverage. 

 

Figure 4.17 Weather report view 

4.2.8. Settings module 

Settings module is Visualizer’s competition control panel used for game administration. It 

is inherited from Visualizer 2012, therefore instructions for using it can be found in [21]. 
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4.3. Graph display procedure 

Displaying graph requires two steps, which are related to graph data generation procedure: 

• displaying results for timeslots before the current timeslot; and 

• displaying new values which will be received through push mechanism. 

In graph display part 1, bean’s instance variables are used as a data source. Fetching data in 

xhtml page from bean containing values to be displayed in graph is done using following 

syntax: 

#{bean_name.instance_variable_containing_data}. 

It is also necessary to provide an id of the html element which will hold graph. The id 

should be placed as the value of the renderTo attribute. Graphs are displayed in the 

variable part of web page, inside <ui:define name="maincontent"> 

</ui:defind>. There is a nested div element inside maincontent responsible for 

holding graph. 

Part 2 of the graph display process involves adding new values to the graph when these 

values are received. Every page defines channel from which receives data in p:socket 

element: 

<p:socket onMessage="handler_method" channel="channel_name" 

/> 

When message arrives on channel, a handler method is called. This method extracts values 

and displays them in graph. 

4.4. Evaluation of Power TAC Visualizer 2013 

Power TAC trials are competitions held throughout the year to test stability of the Power 

TAC platform and to indicate presence of eventual flaws. It is also the opportunity for 

research teams to test their agent’s performance and strategies in a multi-agent 

environment. In 2013, several trials were held, in which Power TAC Visualizer 2013 was 

used. This was the opportunity to test new features of the Visualizer. The final evaluation 

will be performed during the Power TAC finals in July.  
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Main new features that distinguish the Power TAC Visualizer 2013 from its predecessor, 

the Power TAC Visualizer 2012 are listed in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 New features of Power TAC Visualizer 2013 

Feature Gained improvement 

Push mechanism 

Enables presenting results in the real time, as soon as they 

become available. The front-end module is not required any more 

to send requests periodically to get new data from the back-end 

module which could become a problem if time slot of the 

competition is changed.  

Enhanced result 

presentation 

Using new chart library enabled providing enhanced game 

analysis using different graph types with lots of possibilities. It is 

possible to define time range for which results should be 

displayed and also to exclude some brokers from game analysis. 

New GUI 

New graphical user interface enables easy navigation through the 

Visualizer, and fast access to different Visualizer’s modules. 

 

The Power TAC Visualizer 2013 performed well during trials. Some minor flaws were 

detected which will be resolved before start of the final competition. After the last trial 

held in June 2013, community also expressed interest for some new features, e.g. 

visualization of customer models which will be implemented for the finals. Feedback from 

the community is a guideline for developing even better Visualizer. 
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5. Conclusion 

Electricity production and distribution systems are complex adaptive systems [22] that 

need to be managed in real time to balance the load of an electricity grid. Recently, 

electricity markets are transforming from centrally regulated systems to decentralized 

markets. These transitions are very risky since there is no sufficient experience in setting 

up decentralized energy systems and predicting their effect on the economy. Failures in 

designing such systems can cause major damage while deploying them in the real world. 

Therefore, it is very important to thoroughly test system design proposals in a risk free 

simulated environment before deploying these ideas into the real world. 

Power Trading Agent Competition models the high complexity of contemporary and future 

energy markets, allowing for large scale experimentations. Participating parties are 

developing intelligent agents who act as electricity retailers trying to gain profit by 

operating in wholesale and tariff market.  

Inevitable part of Power TAC is the Power TAC Visualizer, a web-application which gives 

insight is the Power TAC game, but also enables advance analysis of the game in progress. 

This thesis describes implementation and features of the Power TAC Visualizer 2013, the 

application developed for Power TAC 2013. Developed as a response to feedbacks 

received for the Power TAC Visualizer 2012 after the competition held in June 2012, 

Power TAC Visualizer 2013 offers many new improvements. Using various graph types 

provides enhanced analysis of the game in progress, while implemented key performance 

indicators can help researches to detect segments for improvements in order to build even 

successful agents. New GUI enables easy navigation through Visualizer. 
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Sažetak 

Vizualizacijski modul platforme za simuliranje trgovanja električnom energijom 

Tržišta električnom energijom postaju otvorenija i konkurentnija zbog čega potreba za 

kompleksnim sustavima koji ih modeliraju postaje neophodna. Power TAC predstavlja 

platformu koja modelira tržište električnom energijom i omogućuje detekciju mogućih 

problema koji bi se mogli pojaviti tijekom formiranja novog tržišta. Power TAC Visualizer 

je standardni dio Power TAC platforme koji omogućava detaljnu analizu natjecanja koje je 

u tijeku. 

Nakon definiranja tržišta električnom energijom i prikaza entita od kojih se sastoji, ovaj 

rad opisuje Power TAC platformu i osnovna pravila natjecanja. Opis Power TAC 

Visualizera 2012 uvod je u pregled novih funkcionalnosti Power TAC Visualizera 2013, 

nakon čega su opisani detalji implementacije. 

Ključne riječi: tržište električnom energijom, Power Trading Agent Competition, 

Visualizer, pokazatelji učinkovitosti 
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Summary 

Visualization module for a simulation platform for power trading 

As electricity systems move more toward open, competitive markets, the need for complex 

modeling systems becomes more obvious. The Power TAC offers framework which 

models such new type of market and gives opportunity to identify various factors which 

could represent problems in such market. Standard component of Power TAC is the Power 

TAC Visualizer, a web-application which gives game overview and enables enhanced 

analysis of the game in progress. 

After definition of electricity market and presenting its entities, this thesis describes Power 

TAC environment and game rules. Description of the Power TAC Visualizer 2012 

architecture is an introduction to the Power TAC Visualizer 2013, followed by its new 

features and their implementation details. 

Keywords: electricity market, Power Trading Agent Competition, Visualizer, key 

performance indicators. 
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Abbreviations 

AJAX  Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 

CSS  Cascading Style Sheets 

DU  Distribution Utility 

EU  European Union 

Genco  Generation Company 

GUI  Graphical User Interface 

JSF  JavaServer Faces 

KPI  Key Performance Indicators 

Power TAC Power Trading Agent Competition 

TAC  Trading Agent Competition 

URL  Uniform Resource Locator 

XHTML eXtensible HyperText Markup Language 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


